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Due diligence is a term used very frequently in the 

CRE world, and for a good reason. Commercial real 

estate is more often than not an excellent investment 

that yields sizable returns over a long period. 

However, every once and a while, a buyer gets 

burned by a bad deal. Nine out of ten times, it’s 

because the buyer doesn’t check all the boxes to 

make sure their deal will turn out to be a good one.
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If you’re new to commercial real estate investing, 
there’s a good chance you don’t know what 
those boxes are that need to be checked. You 
can always turn to an experienced CRE broker, 
agent, or advisor to help guide you, but what 
if they haven’t wholly earned your trust? 

Just like with residential real estate, CRE agents 
work on commission. So, how do you know your 
agent or advisor isn’t glazing over some necessary 
details to close it and get their commission? 
Although that’s rarely the case, it does happen. 

Even if you do trust your agent — or maybe 
you’re trying to go it alone — either way you’ll 
want to educate yourself on the CRE buying 
process. A meticulous eye for detail can set 
you up for success in any aspect of business, 
and commercial real estate is no different. 

You would be shocked by how many massive 
CRE deals (in the billions of dollars) seem to 
be good deals on the surface, but one small 
detail leads to foreclosure. On the other 
hand, you can’t suffer from what the pros call 
analysis paralysis. Excellent commercial real 
estate opportunities don’t stay on the market 
for long. You have to be able to know when to 
pull the trigger and close on a good deal. 

Before you start your CRE due diligence, it’s 
crucial to understand it comes at a cost, which 
can sometimes be very high. You must be prepared 
for several inspections, construction bids, 
permits/licenses, attorney/consultant fees, and 
other miscellaneous costs. These expenses are 
considered a cost of doing business, and there’s 
no real way to recover them, whether you go 
through with the purchase of the property or not. 

Do Your Pre-Due Diligence

Before you jump into your due diligence 
checklist, estimate what it will cost you. 
Many buyers don’t go through with this 
step, and it can dramatically throw off their 
projected rate of return on the property.

No matter what stage of due diligence you’re 
at, there are many checklists out there that 
can help with both phases. However, no matter 
how meticulous you are, certain situations 
can arise that give you pause and question 
whether you should continue with the deal. 

If you feel like something is fishy, it’s good 
to trust your instincts. To help spotlight more 
instances where your CRE deal might not 
be the best, Leverage.com teamed up with 
licensed Florida real estate Broker, Appraiser, 
Attorney and Investment Coach Ian Brown. 
He helped us put together this 11-point guide 
of CRE deal red flags to know when you 
might be entering into a bad contract.

11 Pitfalls to Avoid 
in a CRE Deal

1. THE PROPERTY HAS NO 
FINANCIALS, OR THE SELLER WON’T 
PROVIDE ANY FINANCIALS

With commercial real estate, you’re usually 
buying cash flow. The exceptions are land or 
owner-occupied properties. CRE 101 says that the 
seller must provide all financial documentation 
the buyer requests before entering into any deal. 
P&L statements, rent rolls, cash flow statements 
and balance sheets are essential for prospective 
buyers to forecast a CRE investment’s net 
operating income (NOI). Buyers also have the right 
to see copies of leases and review them to make 
sure they are legally sound. If a seller is reluctant 
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or refuses to show any of these documents, 
you should reconsider moving forward.

 If you’re a very experienced commercial real 
estate buyer, you could potentially forecast 
your profits and losses without being provided 
trailing historical financials. However, the 

mere fact that the seller is reluctant or 
outright refuses to give financials should be 
a major red flag that something is not on the 
up-and-up with the seller. A credible seller 
is always willing to provide financials.
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2. SELLER WON’T GIVE WARRANTY/
SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED — ONLY 
A QUITCLAIM DEED (QCD)

Suppose you’re a buyer who has done their 
due diligence and wants to move forward 
with the purchase of a CRE property. The 
first thing you need to do is verify the type 
of deed the seller is transferring. If the seller 
wants to transfer a quitclaim deed, run 
away from that deal as fast as possible.

Quitclaim deeds are most commonly used in 
situations where the deed needs to be transferred 
quickly and easily among parties who trust one 
another. QCDs are often employed in estate 
transfers between family members or corporate 
scenarios where properties are exchanged 
between partners or parent companies.

In CRE deals, and most residential contracts, 
banks or lending institutions won’t allow (or 
shouldn’t allow) you to move forward in the 
agreement without a general warranty deed 
that protects the buyer. A general warranty 

deed covers the complete history of the 
property and ensures the property is clear of any 
outstanding liens, mortgages or encumbrances.

Some commercial real estate deals use 
special warranty (or covenant) deeds in 
property transactions. These types of deeds 
still grant all the same buyer protection as a 
general warranty deed. However, the seller 
is only responsible for the property during 
their ownership. Any encumbrances before 
their ownership do not fall on them.

“Quitclaim deeds are problematic because you 
can’t get title insurance with one. You should 
never pay full value for a quitclaim deed, and 
question why the seller cannot provide a warranty 
or special warranty deed,” Brown advised.

3. THE PROPERTY IS SPECIAL 
PURPOSE, OR ORIGINALLY BUILT 
FOR A UNIQUE OWNER-OPERATOR

Quitclaim deeds are problematic 
because you can’t get title insurance 

with one. You should never pay 
full value for a quitclaim deed, and 

question why the seller cannot provide 
a warranty or special warranty deed.

Be cautious with properties that are very unique 
and have special purposes. As defined by the Small 
Business Association (SBA), a special-purpose 
property is “a limited market property with a 
unique physical design, special construction 
materials, or a layout that restricts its utility 
to the specific use for which it was built.” 
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• Amusement Parks

• Bowling Alleys

• Car wash properties

• Cemeteries

• Clubhouses

• Cold storage facilities where more 
than 50% of total square footage 
is equipped for refrigeration

• Dormitories

• Farms, including dairy facilities

• Funeral homes with crematoriums

• Gas stations

• Golf courses

• Hospitals, surgery centers, urgent care 
centers, and other health or medical facilities

• Hotels and motels

• Marinas

• Mines

• Museums

• Nursing homes, including 
assisted living facilities

• Oil wells

• Quarries, including gravel pits

• Railroads

• Sanitary landfills

• Service centers (e.g., oil and lube, 
brake or transmission centers) 
with pits and in-ground lifts

• Sports arenas

• Swimming pools

• Tennis clubs

• Theaters

• Wineries

Some examples of a special 
purpose property include: 
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If you find a special-purpose property that 
seems to be a good deal unless you’ve got a 
specific idea in mind, do your research and 
find out why it’s up for sale in the first place. 
Special-purpose properties don’t have broad 
appeal for other owners or tenants, which can 
reduce their value at resale. These properties 
need to show a steady income and prove 
that the customer base can increase.

 Another reason to be wary of a special-purpose 
property is if you’re looking to repurpose it. It 
takes a lot of zoning and licensing approvals 
to build a special-purpose property to begin 
with. The process of converting the property 
into something else could be costly and time-
consuming, not to mention the unique materials 
and labor costs of a rebuild or renovation.

4. SURVEY ISSUES

If the seller of a CRE property does not 
provide a documented land survey performed 
by a reputable survey company, it could be 
a red flag that you’re entering into a bad 
deal. Usually, when buying an established 
commercial property, a survey (or multiple) 
has already been performed and documented. 
However, in areas of heavy development or 
redevelopment, it’s best to get another survey.

There are several reasons why a survey 
protects the buyer and prevents them 
from entering into a bad deal:

A primary reason to get a survey is for 
the buyer to document easements and 
encroachments of the property. 

There could be a number of different 
types of easements that the property 
owner might be subject to. 

Knowing if other properties are encroaching 
onto yours is crucial. Not only can it 
affect a property’s usage, but it can also 
negatively impact its resale value.

If a property has been redeveloped without 
a survey, it could be encroaching onto other 
properties, which could result in remediation, 
reconstruction or other legal recourse.

Without a survey, you can’t know 
the property’s exact acreage, which 
must be disclosed in CRE deals.

To sell or rent a commercial property, the seller 
must provide an accurate legal description. A 
survey is essential for this step so the seller can 
include parameters such as exact acreage, lot 
numbers, land features, parallels, and meridians. 
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5. PROPERTY CONTAINS OR IS 
ADJACENT TO ENVIRONMENTALLY 
PROTECTED LAND

Perhaps you’re looking for new land to 
develop. In that case, it’s critical to understand 
all possible federal and state environmental 
land protections and make sure your 
prospective land does not contain any. 

For example, protected wetlands are a big 
hurdle for property owners and developers 
in Florida. A portion of the property might 
connect to protected wetlands, leaving some 
or all of it unable to be developed. It is possible 
to develop wetlands in Florida, but it comes 
at a significant cost. These additional costs or 
altogether restrictions are not often considered 
by buyers when bidding on the total acreage, 

Say you’re looking to buy a retail property with 
a lease from 10 years ago that has another 20 
years. Also, the rent on the lease hasn’t gone up 
or goes up very incrementally during that time. 

When buying a property for its rental income, 
it’s important to remember that the existing 
tenants have rights. You can’t raise the monthly 
rent on the lease or kick out the tenant just 
because you bought the property. If the lease 
rate is below market rents, there’s nothing you 
can do until that lease expires, and you won’t 
be getting the value you think you’re getting. 

therefore leaving them with land that, in 
the end, is substantially less valuable. 

This is yet another situation where having 
a land survey is critical. A land survey will 
tell you of any conservation easements 
associated with the property. Buyers can 
also access the U.S. Geological Survey’s 
Protected Areas Database (PAD-US) to see if 
a property falls within a protected area.

6. LONG-TERM BELOW-
MARKET RENT LEASES
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Just as we mentioned that buying a below-
market rental property with a long time left 
on its lease can be bad, the same goes for the 
opposite scenario. A buyer might see dollar 
signs for a property at or above market value 
rents and overlook the fact that there are only 
a few years left on the lease. Never assume 
you’ll immediately find new tenants once a 
lease expires, unless the property is up for 
renewal and the tenants have committed to 
re-signing. No matter how appealing your 
property or its location, no one can predict 
market fluctuations with complete certainty.  

If you encounter this type of property, before 
purchasing it, get a market comparison survey. 
This data will let you know the level of demand 
and if it’s high enough to increase rates eventually. 

As we mentioned, even with this knowledge, it’s 
better to prepare for the worst-case scenario of 
your property remaining vacant for six months to 
a year once the lease expires. Evaluate if that hit 

7. FULLY-STABILIZED PROPERTIES WITH 
EXPIRING ABOVE-MARKET LEASES

something you and other investors can tolerate 
before entering into a CRE deal of this nature.

When looking at a commercial property’s 
history, pay close attention to the previous uses 
of the property. It could have been a gas station, 
dry cleaners, or some other environmentally-
sensitive property many years ago. 

“You can almost never tell by looking at 
a property if it’s contaminated. If there is 
any question of contamination, always get 
a Phase 1 assessment. They aren’t cheap, 
but it’s always better to protect yourself 
in the end,” Brown said Pull quote

If there’s any concern that there is a risk 
of environmental contamination, a Phase 
1 Environmental Site Assessment should be 
performed. Engineers perform this study to ensure 
no soil or groundwater contamination could be 
considered a risk to human health in the area. This 
study satisfies the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation and Liability Act 
(CERCLA) and is essential for CRE deals where 
environmental contamination might be an issue. 

If the seller is unwilling to let you perform a 
Phase 1 assessment, it might be wise to move on 
from the deal. Going through with an agreement 

8. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
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Some CRE buyers get excited about seller 
financing in CRE deals because it cuts out the 
lengthy bank lending process, and contracts 
can be more flexible. However, some seller 
terms can be predatory and take advantage of 
an unseasoned commercial real estate buyer. 

9. UNREASONABLE SELLER 
FINANCING TERMS

without verifying the environmental safety of 
the property can result in the buyer paying for 
environmental remediation if any contamination 
is found in the future. This risk could leave the 
buyer with a negative value property. If the 
property costs 500K and the remediation is 
600k, you have a net value property of -100K.

With seller financing, buyers can become 
distracted by a good interest rate and low 
downpayment for deals with a maturity rate 
that is too short. Sometimes, under seller 
financing, the seller looks to strike a deal with 
24, 18, or even 12-month terms. These terms are 
unreasonable for many buyers, especially for 
those trying to rehab and refinance a property. 

“Not all seller financing is a bad deal,” Brown 
said. “But it’s critical that the buyer do their 
due diligence and have an attorney review the 
contract before making a commitment.” 

It’s also crucial for the buyer to go into the 
deal with a realistic timeline for their CRE 
investment goals that fit within the length 
of the terms. Otherwise, the buyer could get 
burned and wind up going into foreclosure.
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• Work with developers, contractors, 
and building suppliers you know and 
trust. Never use the seller’s “guys,” 
unless you have vetted them.

• Be extremely thorough with the line 
items on your rehab spreadsheet. 
Never pass up on inspecting a portion 
of the property that seems just OK. 
Get an in-depth understanding of 
the property’s true condition.

• Get at least three quotes on big-ticket 
items like HVAC, electrical, plumbing, 
roofing and foundation. Average out 
the cost between all the bids to get an 
accurate evaluation of the project. 

• Never forgo costing out projects 
because you want to close quickly.

• Don’t forget to include fees for permits and 
licenses involved with building and zoning.

10. HEAVY REHAB OR CONVERSION

Many times buying cheap property in an area 
of redevelopment to rehabilitate or convert it 
turns out to be an excellent CRE investment. 
Nonetheless, buyers should be very cautious 
when entering into a deal of this nature. 
Commercial real estate building costs are higher 
than ever, and a complete overhaul of a building 
can be extremely expensive. If not accurately 
estimated, building rehab or conversion costs 
can leave a buyer in the red for years, turning 
a seemingly great deal into a horrible one. 

Here are some ways to prevent being burned 
by a heavy rehab or conversion CRE property:
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11. PROPERTY USAGE IS NOT 
UP TO LOCAL ZONING AND 
CODE REGULATIONS

Last but certainly not least is one of the 
most common CRE deal-breakers: property 
usage and zoning/code violations. If you’re 
a buyer who’s entering into a commercial 
real estate deal to purchase a property for a 
specific use, ensure either you or someone on 
your team is knowledgeable about the local 
municipality’s building usage and zoning codes.

Many investors have taken someone’s word, 
and they don’t check zoning to make sure the 
existing use is allowed or the use they intend 
is allowable. If a seller is unable or unwilling 
to provide documentation of current zoning 
and building usage permits, be prepared to 
pay for those yourself before moving forward 
with the deal — or back out altogether.

“Just because a commercial property has 
been built and is currently operating doesn’t 
mean it’s legal in the eyes of the city, and it 
doesn’t mean you won’t have to pay for those 
corrections down the road,” Brown cautioned.

“Just because a commercial property 
has been built and is currently 

operating doesn’t mean it’s legal in 
the eyes of the city, and it doesn’t 

mean you won’t have to pay for those 
corrections down the road,”

If you’re planning on building or developing 
a new property, it’s even more critical to 
comply with zoning regulations. Building 
properties on the seller’s word could leave 
you millions of dollars in the hole because 
it winds up that your intended land usage 

isn’t permitted. Buyers can always pursue a 
variance or zoning change to use the property 
as planned, but those are never guaranteed 
and are costly, time-consuming processes. 

The bottom line is always to ensure the 
property’s correctly zoned and permitted when 
entering into a specific land use CRE deal.
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Although investing in commercial real estate 
can be very rewarding and provide significant 
returns on your investment, CRE deals can be 
overwhelming and exhausting. When performing 
your CRE due diligence, these 11 signs of a bad 
CRE deal are all crucial points to look out for. 

It Takes a Team

However, there are so many factors in a 
commercial real estate transaction that even 
the most seasoned buyers can overlook. That’s 
why it’s always a good idea to have a team of 
professionals on your side to help secure the best 
deal possible and ensure that you’re protected.
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